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While we do as a country like to complain
when everything grinds to a halt at the
merest hint of a snowflake, the contrast in
reactions to last month’s snowy days here
and in Germany were marked.

A couple of inches of the white stuff across
the country (admittedly some areas were
badly affected) saw some retailers decide
that travelling to the NEC to find the latest
products and trends at Interiors UK was not
for them.

Footfall on the opening day was
particularly lower, and exhibitors
understandably grumbled as visitors scurried
home mid-afternoon. 

Ironically, those retailers who had made
the longest journeys, say from Scotland and
the Republic of Ireland, seemed to have got

there without too much trouble – it was
those nearer who stayed away.

By the end of the show footfall had
recovered somewhat and the consensus was
that those retailers who attended were ‘good
retailers’ and they had been buying, so it
wasn’t the disaster some had feared at
Sunday lunchtime. Of course, the organiser
did its bit, telephoning pre-registered visitors
asking if they were going to visit.

Compare all of this with goings on at
Domotex and IMM Cologne. Hannover and
Cologne had snow, but it seemed to have
had no impact on the number of retailers
there (Domotex even managed a small rise in
numbers). 

Did international buyers want to see what
was new to the market more than British
ones did, or did they just have more faith in
the German transport system?

While the shows were going on, vinyl
group IVC bought laminate maker Balterio, in
one of the more interesting buys of the past
few months. IVC is promising benefits from
pooling research and development between
the two and greater investment. What comes
out of this link-up over the next few years
could be very interesting.

What do the attitudes to
snow tell us about the
difference between British
retailers and their overseas
counterparts?
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GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion

1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com            www.greenwoodretail.com

Out-Perform the
Market This Year…

“The magnificent, seven-figure-sales-result, was
bang on target at Pearsons!  We are very pleased

with our Greenwood Sale.”
David James. MD. Morley Stores Group Ltd, London

“We took about 65% of current annual turnover
during the 17 day sales event. This proves adverting

works if it’s done properly!”
Trissie Beard. M. D. BROOK LEISURE. Surrey.

“So there is a market out there!  It’s like fishing
with Dynamite!  The Greenwood Sale went very

well and your people did a great job “
Michael Roome. M D. Roomes of Upminster.

Don’t just accept the economic status quo.
Don’t wait for business to walk in the door. Do

something to bring in crowds of eager customers.
Trust Greenwood to help you realise the optimum

potential of your next big sales event.

Ask us why Greenwood is now involved in more
UK and Irish retail sales than any other sales

company of it’s kind.

Greenwood Sales continue to generate record-
breaking sales results, for all kinds of quality

retailers, all over the UK and Ireland, despite the
difficult economic climate. We can help you

achieve this too.

Ring us today on 01625 521010 for your
information pack or to discuss the possibilities 

we can offer you, without obligation.

Booking Now Throughout 2013. Buy British
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More showrooms: Hot on the heels of its Sheffield stockist support show centre
opening, upholstery company Vale-Bridgecraft is to open its eighth centre in the North
East of England. The centre will be opened at the Metro Centre, Gateshead, next to
Ikea, on 1 March, two months after Sheffield opened. The showroom will serve
stockists in the Borders, Cumbria, North East and North Yorkshire areas.

Balterio will be an independent division within IVC Group

IVC snaps up Balterio 
Vinyl flooring manufacturer IVC has bought laminate
manufacturer Balterio for an undisclosed amount.

As part of a series of transactions involving IVC, Balta and
Unilin, IVC main shareholder and executive chairman Filip
Balcaen has moved the group into new product areas. 

‘Balterio and sister company Spanolux are
complementary to our current activities. They will further
strengthen IVC’s position as a leading player in hard floor
coverings. It is our intention to commit additional
investment to further increase their competitiveness,’ he
says.

‘Balterio and Spanolux will become independent divisions
within the IVC Group. We are looking forward to the
synergies in the field of R&D for the development of a new
generation of hard floors and MDF-based products,’ says Jan
Vergote, IVC Group ceo.

The two companies had sales of €180m (£155m) in 2012.

Home disappoints
Argos and Homebase have continued to experience
weak performances in home categories as shoppers
avoid big ticket items.

Argos enjoyed a positive pre-Christmas period,
with sales up by 1.6% to £1.744bn in the 18 weeks to
5 January and by 2.7% on a like for like basis. But the
company attributed the rise to demand for tablets,
white goods and toys, which ‘offset weaker trading
in homewares’.

Homebase suffered a 4.5% fall to £453m as three
stores were closed. ‘Like for like sales declined by
3.9% in the period principally driven by the
continued weakness in big ticket sales,’ it says.

Parent Home Retail Group expects profits for the
year to be £10m higher than forecast at about £83m.

Other companies fared better. Topps Tiles enjoyed
accelerating sales growth as 2012 ended. The 322-
store chain says like for like sales increased by 1.6%
in the quarter to 29 December ‘with like for like
growth strengthening in the final six weeks of the
period’.

Dunelm had like for like sales growth of 2.2% in
the six months to 29 December, with total sales
13.4% higher at £340.1m. Second quarter like for like
growth was 1.6%.

‘Dunelm has delivered another strong trading
performance in the last half year, continuing to gain
market share on a like for like basis, while
strengthening its customer proposition and adding
10 new superstores,’ says Nick Wharton, Dunelm
chief executive. ‘The board anticipates that profit
before tax for the half year will be in the range of
£59m to £60m,’ he adds.

Carpetright’s UK retail like for like sales growth has increased. Sales were up
by 4.7% in the quarter to 26 January compared with 3% in the six months
to 27 October.

Total UK sales rose by 1.6% with like for like sales, including insurance
and house building sales, up 3.2%.

Darren Shapland, Carpetright chief executive, again attributed the
increases to developing its beds and laminate offers and improving stores.
Refurbishment has taken place at 112 of its 476 UK stores.

Shapland said the Republic of Ireland and Belgium had ‘a solid
performance’ while the Netherlands remained ‘very weak’.

Carpetright lifts sales
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December
boosts
The first week of December was the
busiest week for homewares buying,
with £276m being spent.

Glassware proved to be the last minute
gift in 2012, with sales jumping by 48%
from week 50 to week 51, according to
GfK.

Within kitchenwares, the festive period
saw a winner in teapots and cafetieres,
with average December weekly sales up
14% from last year.

The week before Christmas enjoyed
large sales boosts for entertaining
products – napkins (+73%) and
tablecloths (+63%) increased in demand
in week 51 on the previous week, 
while placemats and coasters and trays
proved less vital, rising 35% and 18%
respectively.

One gifting area which increased in
popularity in 2012 was candles and
candle accessories, which saw average
weekly sales in December rise 23% from
2011.

Refreshing the home was the first
thought for many straight after
Christmas, with sales of towels up 72% in
week 52 from the previous week, and
bedroom linen increasing by 60%.

Dreams boss is
upbeat over sale
Nick Worthington, chief executive of bed chain Dreams, says it is in a position to
pick its next owner while it concentrates on retailing after being put up for sale.

‘While 2012 was a challenging year in retail, Dreams is now benefitting from a
number of initiatives we put in place, enabling us to grow market share,’ he says. 

‘Looking ahead, we continue to have constructive discussions with our
stakeholders and we continue to focus on providing financial stability for the
future of the business. The strength of the Dreams brand and its market position
has attracted considerable interest from many parties.’

The company is using a formal process to select the most appropriate partner
to help Dreams build on its current performance to realise its future potential, he
says. The sale process is being run by Ernst & Young.

‘Whilst the economic environment remains unquestionably challenging, we
remain vigilant in the management of our costs, cash and margin, and continue
to enhance our customer proposition. As such, we are confident of maintaining
our strong performance in the year ahead.’

Worthington’s comments came after Dreams saw an 8% sales rise in December
and a 7.2% rise in like for like sales over the Christmas period, described as its
strongest performance for the period.

While no information was available on margin, like for like sales edged up 1%
for 2012 and by 2% in total.

Bensons for Beds owner Steinhoff International, SCS parent Sun Capital and
Silentnight owner HIG Europe, have all been touted as potential buyers. 

Mike Clare, the chain’s former owner who wants to buy back the chain he sold
in 2008 for £220m, told Interiors Monthly that he expects a decision on the
company’s future by the end of this month.

Ikea puts stock
in growth
Ensuring stock availability supported sales
growth, says the world’s largest furniture
retailer. Ikea boosted sales by 9.8% to €27.6bn
(£24bn) in the year to 31 August, as it

benefitted from cutting prices and investing in
stock. Net profits rose 8% to €3.2bn (£2.75bn).

‘The economic conditions throughout the
world are challenging and have affected
people’s lives and consumption,’ says Mikael
Ohlsson, Ikea Group chief executive. ‘Inventory
levels were kept deliberately high, a step that
in turn supported sales.’

Sluggish
economy 
A decline in oil and gas
output caused by
maintenance delays meant
the UK economy was flat in
2012, after dropping by 0.3%
in the fourth quarter.

The oil and gas fall
accounted for two-thirds of
the drop and excluding that
the economy would have
grown last year.

The Office for National
Statistics says the country has
a ‘bumpy economy’ on a
‘sluggish trend’.

In the fourth quarter
construction returned to
growth, the service sector
was flat while manufacturing
increased.

Stock levels were increased
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Top of the range
The 2013 New Design Britain competition
winners, recognising the leading young
designers in the country, were revealed at
Interiors UK at the NEC in Birmingham
recently.

After attracting record entries, four winners
were selected by the judging panels with the
People’s Choice voted for online. Prizes include
work placements at leading interiors
companies.
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PEOPLE’S CHOICE
Alice Howard-Graham (second left) receives her
People’s Choice award from Andy Bishop, creative
director, and Suzie Agers, brand director of Interiors
UK, and Jonny Westbrooke, clerk of The Furniture
Makers Company

FURNISHING ACCESSORIES
Cristiana Ionescu scooped accessories with her Three Bears

FABRICS
Sian O Doherty was delighted to win the fabric award

SURFACE COVERINGS
Helen Dugdale took surfaces with her Knotwood material

FURNITURE
Daniel Schofield’s Shift table won the furniture category



DreamLand
Funishings

www.dreamlandfurnishings.co.uk

E mail orders@dreamlandbeds.co.uk

0121 771 3663

Dreamland Beds UK Ltd • Unit 4 • Bertha Road
Greet • Tyseley • Birmingham • B11 2NN

Brooklyn black 2 drawers

£159.00
Dublin. Cafe Fabric

£139.00

Lunar black

£89.00
Elizabeth with crystals

£195.00



www.leoline.co.uk

a brand of 

Change for the better...
With the stunning new Changing Roomz collection from Leoline, homes 
become a better place to be. Thanks to Leoline’s combination of excellent 
value, great performance and stunning style, a floor from the Changing 
Roomz collection is change for the better.

20
styles in

2,3 & 4m

widths

Alassio 37 from the Changing Roomz Collection
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Texting, YouTube, Facebook, LinkedIn and the iPad are
commonplace for many of us now. Yet it is amazing to think
that 20 years ago no one had sent a text message; seven years
ago no one had viewed YouTube and only two years ago, 
no-one outside Apple had touched an iPad. 

Technology has changed – and consumers have changed in
the way they go about buying. One only has to look at the New
Year high street casualties for proof of this. The power, influence
and reach of digital mediums is frightening.

Today, Google is often the first port of call for many and
where the ‘due diligence’ is done. Every day Google answers
more than one billion questions from people around the globe.
That includes for carpet! Typically, every month three million UK
consumers use Google to search for ‘carpets’ and some 150,000
look for ‘carpet shops’.  

Some 72 hours of video are uploaded on YouTube every
minute – and over four billion hours of video are viewed each
month. Over 800 million ‘unique’ (individual) users visit YouTube
every month. 

The new kid on the block is Pinterest. Set up in 2009, it is now
the fastest growing social network. Essentially it is a mood
board that is set up as your own ‘scrapbook’ to which you can
add and share as you wish. Visually based, and with an
emphasis on design, it lends itself perfectly to carpet and
interiors products generally. What is more, 85% of all users are
female.  

This is why the Carpet Foundation is changing. It has to.
Organisations that don’t understand digital communities will
disappear. We want to harness the power of Google; we want
our future marketing activity to tangibly drive consumers into
our retailers. 

It is not about selling online – it is about helping consumers
to find and visit our members’ stores. We will be thinking
nationally but acting locally. 

A new website is imminent but that is just the start – social
media is next and then, who knows? Augmented reality? 

Rupert Anton
Carpet Foundation spokesman

Don’t ignore the power
of digital communication

This is why the Carpet
Foundation is changing. It
has to. Organisations that
don’t understand digital
communities will disappear
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1 Leoline’s Changing Roomz collection

consists of 20 styles, including the most

popular patterns from existing Fantasia

and Roomz collections as well as new

and revamped designs. Glossy wood-

effect styles such as Spotted Gum sit

alongside monochrome Alicante tiles

(pictured), barcode stripes and brightly

patterned mosaic-look Milo to ensure

there is a floor to suit all tastes. 

Tel: 0800 032 3970

2 Alternative Flooring’s Quirky

collection won the Gold Award in the

Best Carpet category in the House

Beautiful Awards. ‘There is nothing

quite like Quirky and this innovative

collection puts Alternative Flooring at

the forefront of fashion for floors. This is

the first time that we have celebrated

so much colour and pattern,’ says Lorna

Haigh, Alternative Flooring marketing

manager. 

Tel: 01264 335 111

3 Combining superb stain resistance

with a luxurious wool appearance,

Balta Broadloom’s Marrakesh Twist

offers an opulent look at a good value

price point. It is crafted from 100%

polypropylene StainSafe Berber yarn

which has been traditionally spun to

ensure an authentic wool look and

texture. 

Tel: 00 32 5662 2211

4 A new POS lectern unit is available

from Crown Floors this month. The

compact unit features the new

Dunnottar Castle carpet, Alderley Edge

(including two exclusive shades),

Crown Wilton and Dapdune Wharf.

Tel: 0800 0773 301

5 Suitable for today’s hectic lifestyles,

New Scorpio from Domo

Floorcoverings combines on-trend

colours with high performance. New

Scorpio will allow retailers to offer a

good value all-round carpet available in

a diverse colour palette of 10 shades. 

Tel: 00 32 5533 5211 ���

4

5

2



Voted Best Underlay Manufacturer 2012

the brand leader

www.underlay.com    t: 01536 200502   

Ball & Young Ltd
A Vita Group Company

Part of the award winning Cloud 9 range of underlays. Proudly made in the UK

For people with excellent taste
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6 Gardisette’s Beauty textile collection’s

floral design with large filigree blossoms,

gives the impression of being painted. 

The contours are drawn in colour and 

the leaves have been taken out of the 

light-coloured ground using a burn-out

technique. 

Visit: www.gardisette.de

7 Quick-Step’s Imperio Nougat Oak Oiled

floors stand out due to the four joints that

underscore the ample width and length and

the distinctive character grading with 

hand-sanded knots, heavy brushing and the

dark coloured knots and cracks. 

Tel: 00 32 5667 5211

8 The award winning

Vitrex Grout Out

electric grout

remover is an easy

way to refresh any

tiled area and

replacement tips

are now available. The pointed and chisel

interchangeable grout removing tips are

manufactured from cobalt steel to power

through old and discoloured grout. 

Tel: 01253 789 180

9 Oriental Carpets and Rugs’ Noble House

Pebbles Grey is hand-tufted and carved to

produce an eye-catching rug, transforming

any room into a modern space. It is also

available in beige. 

Tel: 01782 747 713

10 Haylex UK’s rubber mats feature rubber

pins, flocked in customised colours or

designs, giving many aesthetic choices to 

the customer along with functionality. 

Tel: 01732 783 547 ���

10



Solo

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION EMAIL: salesuk@awe.be

New fashionable colours for 2013
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11 FN Neuhofer Holz’s Sixpack flooring profile combines various

different possible uses: covering expansion joints when floors are

the same or different heights; as an end profile and has two

assembly methods – dowelling or gluing. The profile is available in

an HDF version with the surfaces in highly wear-resistant foil or

veneer, or it can be made of solid wood, varnished or untreated. 

Visit: www.fnprofile.com

12 Adhesive-free flooring from Polyflor’s SimpLay Loose Lay vinyl

tile collection has been installed in the Avril Robarts Learning

Resource Centre at Liverpool John Moores University. It was chosen

as it can be installed quickly, can be lifted for access to services

under the floor and delivers the resilience and maintenance benefits

required of a high foot traffic area. 

Tel: 0161 767 1111

13 Newly opened high-end kitchen showroom truKitchen, in

Wilmslow, Cheshire, has installed Moduleo’s Transform LVT flooring.

Rufus Wainwright, truKitchen senior designer, says it ticks all the

boxes: easy to install, slip-resistant, reduces noise, up to date styles

and complements its displays. 

Tel: 01332 851 500

14 MDF Italia’s Mamba reinterprets the traditional desk, renewing

and adapting it to the needs of contemporary living and

communication tools – notebook, iPad, ebook – and to the

increasingly reduced living spaces. 

Visit: www.mdfitalia.it

15 Demagio has released a colour version of its flagship DML100,

with dimmable LED lighting that can be set to eight colours. The

settings allow the colours to be faded from one to another, speeded

up or slowed down or to flash on and off as required. 

Tel: 01604 652 832

14

12



Copyright 2012 Lynch Brothers Licensing Corporation

Serving the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom

Contact: Gareth Price
29 Warblington Road, Emsworth, Hampshire PO10 7HE

Tel: +44 (0) 1243 378369 • www.lynchsales.co.uk

There’s  
Strength In 

Our Numbers.

S I N C E 1 9 1 4

Over £1 Million sales booked in a single day.
Aldiss, Norfolk, 12th September 2012

Over £200 Million achieved for
Britain’s top retailers.

Average marketing costs are
below 7%.

No one runs a “Lynch Sale” quite like the
Lynch Sales Company. For results you can bank on,
contact the originators of high impact promotions.
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Stepping out
The latest rug designs are far from the norm���

Let your imagination run riot with Bazaar Velvet’s bespoke

designs including Indigo Abstract from the Bombay

collection

Visit: www.bazaarvelvet.co.uk 

Jan Kath’s Lost Weave isinfluenced by Moroccanboucherouite designs of the1960s and 70s when nomadictribes began to settle and withwool scarce, used recycledclothing, cloth and plastic tomake rugs
Visit: www.jan-kath.de

Fairwind

combines

ethical

trading and

bright shapes

for its hand-

stitched

Pebbles,

available in

two sizes

Visit:
www.fairwind

online.com

Mineheart’s Super Long Stretched
Cowhide uses digital printing to measure
up to 380cm, using images modified
from real cowhide on rubber-backed
fabric
Visit: www.mineheart.com



Flying the flag for the UK
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Vartian’s 1001 Nights, from the Painters Paradise collection, is
made in Nepal 
Visit: www.vartian-carpets.com

Woodnotes’ Avenue is available in six stripe patterns. The
paper yarn and cotton designs are available with sewn 
edges or with edging and backing. 
Visit: www.woodnotes.fi

Balta Rugs continues to expand its collection of
more than 40 ranges, including Noblesse

Graphic 
Visit: www.baltagroup.com

Kinnasand has added to its
flooring offer with several
handknotted and handwoven
designs, including the
handknotted Sixten
Visit: www.kinnasand.com

Oriental Weavers’ Remix range is
part of its 2013 collection
Visit: www.owbmk.com
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Parker Knoll is a thoroughly British brand, with more than 140
years of heritage in designing and developing furniture that
offers supreme comfort. Those values remain at the heart of the
business, as it develops its range of modern classics designed to
suit today’s consumer and their lifestyle, backed with a wide
range of fabrics and leathers, says Donna Bellingham, Parker
Knoll brand director.

After the Classic and Lifestyle brands launch for retailers last
autumn, consumer activity began at the start of December. By
then 65 Parker Knoll studios had been created, displays of both
collections had been delivered to retailers, supported by the
new Classic swatches, and the 2013 Lifestyle and Classic
brochures. Updated POS had also been rolled out to stockists.

The new Parker Knoll website also went live in December,
featuring details of stockists nationwide and showcasing all the
latest ranges, fabrics and photography.

‘We supported the December/January sale for our
retailers with a major two month advertising campaign on
billboards in 100 locations nationwide, as well as a digital media
campaign in major railway stations outside of London,’ says
Bellingham. Both these campaigns featured the ‘As British as
Parker Knoll’ advertisement using iconic British scenery and its
bestselling ranges.

To further build consumer awareness, Parker Knoll hired
interiors PR agency Hillgate PR last autumn. Since then, the
Parker Knoll marketing team has worked with Hillgate to create
a collection of images and press releases for the media.

‘In December we held our press launch at the Bloomsbury
Hotel in London and showcased the new collections. The event
was well attended by leading journalists, editors and bloggers,
and we are now seeing regular features and coverage for the
brand across leading interiors titles as well as product features
in both The Times and The Telegraph. This multi-
faceted approach to advertising and PR is a great support for
retailers. It is a major investment from the brand, and will
ensure we continue to raise awareness of the new collection
and the fresh look for Parker Knoll in 2013,’ adds Bellingham.
Parker Knoll, tel: 01773 604 121

Modern
heritage

Parker Knoll is reinterpreting its ranges 

Above: Advertising billboard

Left: Sienna

Below: Fairfield chaise



imagine comfort
Imagine a space for wellbeing that includes all the calm and relaxation you could ever dream

of. A personal oasis of tranquillity where time is your own. A place to lean back, close your

eyes and enjoy a well-deserved time-out. This doesn’t have to be pure imagination.

With Stressless® you’ll enjoy patented comfort features, up to 3 sizes, over 100 leather &

fabric options and a 10 year guarantee on internal mechanism.

Make yourself comfortable in a Stressless® of your own.

Now over 7 Million sold.

London office: 0207 462 0440   www.stressless.co.uk
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Power and comfort
Ekornes’ core values are at the centre of the upholstery manufacturer’s plans

For Lee Bagnall, Ekornes UK md, 2013 is all about the power of
the Stressless brand. Its consumer advertising is seeing a switch
from an emphasis on promotional offers towards a more
branded style, emphasising the comfort of products. Its post-
Christmas TV advertisement, for example, was the first time no
offers were mentioned.

The company is starting from a position of strength as 54% 
of customers are either previous customers or the result of
personal recommendations.

It has put further investment behind the Stressless World
initiative, designed to provide shoppers with comprehensive
information about the company, and a post-purchase
marketing scheme. After they have ordered, consumers are sent
a letter thanking them and a DVD showing how their order is
manufactured. 

‘Investing after the purchase will benefit us in the long run as
we know Stressless consumers are repeat purchasers,’ says
Bagnall. ‘Topics that were important a few years ago, such as the

guarantee and Scandinavian manufacturing, are more
important today as consumers look to companies they can
trust.’

This year will also see further investment in-store as it tries to
make the shopping experience uniform across all stockists, with
a trial of an updated training programme, before possible
national roll-out.

As an established brand, Bagnall accepts that consumers will
use the Internet to try to find the lowest price, but is relaxed
about the situation.

‘Online is a fact of life – it’s consumer choice. We want
retailers to focus on their own geographic areas. The focus is on
supporting retailers who as partners support the brand. We’re
committed to the independent retailer. 

‘We’re not trying to compete with low cost products as we’re
in a different market: a strong retailer will have a mix of product
categories,’ he adds.
Ekornes, tel: 020 7462 0440

The marketing emphasis is on branding



Thanks to all those 

who gave our new furniture 

collections such a 

warm welcome at a very 

chilly Interiors 2013.  

Your feedback has been 

invaluable and your orders 

very welcome. 

Call 08700 600 555 today 

and discover 

what makes Caxton 

‘the Home of Great British 

Furniture’. 

T h e  H O M E  o f  G R E A T  B R I T I S H  

F U R N I T U R E
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German manufacturer
Himolla is promoting
its main brand

This year the Himolla marketing strategy will
focus on promoting its main brand rather than
sub-brands such as Zerostress and Cumuly, as it
looks to maximise its investment.

‘We have lots of Himolla ranges in Germany,
about a dozen, and although not all of them are
available in the UK, as we introduce more it
makes sense to promote one name rather than
fragment the marketing investment,’ says Mark
Litterst, Himolla UK export manager.

The consumer marketing is two-fold: national
and local. National includes titles such as Radio
Times, Saga Magazine, Sunday Times, Daily
Telegraph and Homes and Interiors Scotland.

Stockists are also supported by joint local
advertising as the upholstery company seeks its
target customer: middle to upmarket women
aged 40-plus. A four-page customised marketing
leaflet is also available alongside in-store product
cards.

This spring’s promotional event will focus on
delivering added value, and will be followed by
summer and autumn events.
Visit: www.ultimaterecliner.co.uk

The 
main
attraction

Himolla has national
and local advertising 
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The Oakham collection

Oakham Dining Display Cabinet

K500 Wholesale £235.00

K4     
K8     
K18   

£209.99
£199.99
£189.99

Direct Container £170.99

Oakham Bedroom 2 Over 3 Chest

K500 Wholesale £204.00

K4     
K8     
K18   

£182.00
£174.00
£165.00

Direct Container £148.50

THE BEST DECISION YOU WILL MAKE THIS YEAR!

The stunning new Oakham collection is our biggest ever launch. Featuring over 60 items for 
living dining and the bedroom Oakham s beautiful oak nish e cellent value and neutral styling 

make it a great choice no matter what. 

CALL TODAY
01536 444960
SHOP FLOOR DISPLAY 
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

L U T I OOOOOOOOOOOOOO NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN 2 0 1 3

HUGE 48mm

OAK TOPS!

T H EE CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC O M P
NEW

!

63
ITE

MS!

ITEMS FOR BEDROOM, DINING & OCCASIONAL



UPHOLSTERY

DeSede’s 277 conceals
the footrest under the
seat until the user
leans back
Visit: www.desede.com

Sit back 
and 
relax

Intertime’s swivel Nano
chair features a separately
adjustable footrest and
backrest and a neck
cushion that can be stored
in the chair back
Visit: www.intertime.ch

Machalke’s Fly responds to slight body pressure with
the separately adjustable head section and foldable
arms adaptable to suit individual comfort needs
Visit: www.machalke.com

The latest recliners and 
motion sofas combine 
comfort and style

COR has updated its 1976 Sinus
recliner, with a mixture of 
feather and foam for a softer sit. 
Visit: www.cor.de

���
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For further stockist information 
please contact info@ultimaterecliner.co.uk

The TANAT from himolla’s Zerostress range.
Created from over 60 years of exceptional design and craftsmanship. 

Every recliner offers pure relaxation because we have only one template: You. 

Switch to a new 
level of comfort.
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Metal Maniacs

Exclusive pieces can be made for your store only

All of our furniture is handmade and bespoke,
giving you a beautiful piece tailor-made to 

your requirements

Visit our website:
www.wrought-iron-furniture.com

or call: 07866 568155

Dining sets • Chaise/settee • Chairs • Barstools • Benches
Garden • Coffee/side tables • Beds • Shelving • Shopfitting

Schnepel S1 Furniture – it will make you think again
• Special Intro Offer on Demagio and Schnepel
• Buy 11 gget 22 FFree!!
• If you take one Schnepel S1 piece we will give you 2 Demagio

units FREE of charge!
• Remember we direct deliver to your client’s homes
• Many finishes and styles, from £50 to £5,000rrp, something

for all tastes and pockets
• Call and ask for details on 01604 652832

Demagio and Schnepel
info@demagio.com or call us on 01604 652832

Demagio DML100 full colour
changing with remote control

for under £300 rrp

Schnepel S1-MK-1SK
in Gloss red and
Real Slate, one of
many options 
available

When not in use, the only indication
that Corium Italia’s George is a recliner
is the control buttons on the side 
Corium Italia: tel: 01782 406 666

Jori has taken the design of
its TV chairs and combined it
with its recliner mechanism
to create Idaho 
Visit: www.jori.com



Orvieto
from Furniture Origins

Interiors UK review
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Core Product’s launches included Portobello, creating a retro
antique look in a washed and aged white paint finish with
pieces for the bedroom, living and dining rooms. Vintage was
finished in a hand-distressed, aged wood effect.

GFA showed its first sofa collection under the Sofa Ambience
brand, including leather Waterbury and soft cover Springfield
motion models. It also expanded its GFA massage recliners and
lift and rise offer.

Kettle Interiors introduced the Oakham dining, occasional
and bedroom range with 63 pieces, including five dining tables
from 1.1m to 3.2m and a circular model.

HTL unveiled its Corium Italia brand to the UK, targeting the
higher end, including Jackie a swivel chair with separate motors
for the back and footrest. HTL launches included the 2605

transitional sofa with wide armpads, the 9338 modular corner
unit with adjustable headrests and the 9265 two- and three-
seater motion sofa (with static option) and adjustable headrests.

From Lebus Upholstery was a typically bold and commercial
collection of models as it moved to target better-end
independent retailers, while retaining its volume side of the
business. Product specifications have been improved as part of
the strategy, including feather cushions and higher-end fabrics.

MiFurniture expanded its leather upholstery collection, along
with seven value upholstery designs, introduced a compact
dining table collection and a range of mirrors. MiChair
introduced an UK-made lift and rise recliner to retail at £299.

Oriental Carpets and Rugs added 14 designs to its Hong Kong
range in colour combinations such as grey and black, 

Snow
stopping
them
Bad weather could not keep new
products away from the NEC. 
Here are some 
of the highlights 
in the Interiors UK 
review part one

REVIEW

Top: GFA’s Sofa Ambience Waterbury
Above: Core Product’s Portobello
Left: Corium Italia’s Jackie
Below: Kettle’s Oakham
Bottom left: Seconique’s Ecuador 
and Valley



ARE DELIGHTED TO INTRODUCE...

Springfield sofa range, a stylishly designed 3, 2 and 1 seater reclining sofa set offered in a 
luxurious fudge coloured patterned fabric. Following the tremendous up take at the NEC, this 
model is set to be a clear winner from UK stock.

,

Waterbury sofa range, Shown in a plush Chocolate bonded leather/match, the Waterbury offers 
optimum comfort and a sumptuous sit. The set is available as a 3, 2 and 1 seater reclining sofa 
with supporting arm rests and discreet recline catch. 



���
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brown and blue, brown and red, and purple and green. Noble
House Pebbles is available in grey or beige while a series of
Jackson Pollock-inspired designs were indicative of the brand
direction the company is taking this year. 

Oriental Weavers debuted six hand-made collections ranging
from the traditional Caucasian kelims, super-soft polyester
shaggy Skye, a hand-carved wool collection featuring modern
designs, Rose and Flora, and the hand-tufted collection, Remix.

Seconique displayed a host of designs including the oak
veneer Belmont dining set with a choice of six chairs, Lauren
recliner, Valley faux leather bed, Neptune bunk bed and
Ecuador bedroom.

Sweet Dreams introduced three bedroom collections:
Connery, Casey and Brooke. Connery is a high-gloss design in
white or black, with matte round-edge tops. Casey comes in
cream with pine tops and handles and has 26 pieces in the

range, as does the white Brooke. Three faux leather clic-clac
sofas, Reno, Miami and Toledo were added along with the
Alaska and Chicago soft cover suites.

As well as a five strong collection of beds, TCS entered the
flooring market with a carpet collection aimed at upmarket
independent retailers and a specially created display stand.
Core, tel: 01738 630 555
GFA, tel: 01291 645 080
HTL/Corium Italia, tel: 01782 406 666
Kettle Interiors, tel: 01536 444 960
Visit: www.lebusupholstery.co.uk
MiFurniture, tel: 01384 408 844
Oriental Weavers: www.owbmk.com
Seconique, tel: 0121 506 4888
Sweet Dreams, tel: 01282 830 033
Visit: www.tcsimports.com

Oriental Weavers’ Caucasian

Lebus’ Angelina

OCR’s Hong Kong

MiFurniture’s Rhodes combines a black marble top and stainless steel frame

TCS’s carpet stand

Sweet Dreams’ Kelly and Connery



UNIT 1 PORTEMARSH ROAD, CALNE,  

WILTSHIRE, SN11 9BN - T : 01249 821 748
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&RECLAIMED
UPCYCLED

Contemporary furniture design 

inspired by the splendour 

of time-worn imperfection...

ROWICO UK LIMITED

Aspen Natural Dining Table & Chairs

Aspen Distress Painted Collection 

Essence Bedroom Collection 

NEW - Lulworth Dining Table & Chairs 

Saltlake Dining Table & Maya Rattan Chairs

For further information and to obtain your complimentary

copy of our new 2013 brochure, or for details of a regional

sales agent near you, please contact Nick Tuck on:

Telephone: 01249 821 748    

Mobile: 07786 248 315

w w w . r o w i c o . c o . u k

We wish to extend thanks to all who visited us at Interiors

2013 to see the exclusive launch of our brand new collection

Lulworth. This distinctive design style showcases the craft 

of hand applied paint, staining and wax lacquering techniques

and received an overwhelming response at this years show.

During the opening weekend we also launched our UK

trade and consumer website, which over its first five live

days received visiting figures that far exceeded expectation.

We intend expanding our online facilities in the coming

weeks by adding newline product galleries and a stockists

directory with links to their own websites.

This year's show confirmed the increasing appeal of our

offer and despite the adverse weather we enjoyed a 25%

increase in new customer orders, many of which are 

already delivered.

We believe reliability, impeccable customer service and 

a 99.9% availability of stocked product from launch has 

guaranteed that 2013 will see Rowico products setting 

new trends and paving the way for things to come!
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Four power
Morris Furniture Group’s four brands unveiled a
plethora of products at the show.

G Plan introduced the Darwin living and dining
collection, including a choice of three chairs, an
octagonal table and dimmer lights in the cabinets.

Morris debuted the American oak Santos in a
walnut finish and expanded Eclipse – its bestselling
living and dining collection – into the bedroom.

Relexateeze launched 26 products, including its
first dual motor swivel recliner, Averna, expanded its

lift and rise offer, added
three sofabeds, introduced
a linen chesterfield and the
retro Gianna club chair.

Zone unveiled Contrast
in white high gloss with
oak and glass panels.
Ebony is a black high

gloss collection
centred
around its
media unit.
It features
LED
lighting

and glass
shelves for a

modern look.
Morris Furniture 
Group, tel: 0141 300

7200

COMPANY
SPOTLIGHT

MORRIS
FURNITURE

GROUP

Morris’s Eclipse

G Plan’s Darwin

Zone’s ContrastRelaxateeze’s Averna
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Right from the bridge of a 1940s Navy destroyer...
heavy cast bronze and aluminum, it must be
nautical. Is part of its appeal that it’s
just engineered, not designed?
Form follows function...balanced on a
surveyor’s tripod. Looking like
a million dollars, it smells of salt and
sea while managing to convey cool
and modern. It’s salvage, 
vintage salvage. And it translates
into sophisticated home décor.

AM UK
24 Lintot Square, 
Fairbank Road, Southwater,
West Sussex RH13 9LA
Phone    01403-734999
Fax        01403-734888
info@am-uk.eu
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Caxton’s Bergen living and dining range
combines a contemporary blond oak
finish with more traditional design and
features part-veneered faces, discreetly
curving edges and inset handles. 

The flexible modular Savannah living
and dining collection integrates strong
contemporary lines with a high-gloss

walnut style finish. It includes tall and
medium-height display units,
entertainment and storage cabinets and
coffee, console and lamp tables.

The Mistral living and dining collection
features the proportions and matte-
painted finish of its sister bedroom
collection Chantilly. Its rustic farmhouse

Clockwise from top
left: Bergen;
Savannah; Mistral;
Bianca

COMPANY
SPOTLIGHT

CAXTON
FURNITURE

Modern and traditional

look has oak contrast features and
pewter handles. The full collection
features a wide range of sideboards and
dresser, display and entertainment
cabinets, dining and occasional tables.

The London bedroom collection
combines a contemporary oak finish – in
horizontal grain and vertical grain edging
– with traditional styling. Its curves are
complemented by curved metal handles.

Bianca combines mirrored door and
drawer fronts with high gloss surrounds
– available in white or cappuccino – to
bring impact to any bedroom. Its tab
handles ensure that its clean lines remain
unspoilt. The collection comprises three
chest of drawers, including one with a
vanity mirror, wardrobe, bedside chest
and a full-length cheval mirror with lower
drawer. 
Visit: www.caxtonfurnitureonline.com



....... No Frills, Just Facts,
producing the ultimate

sleeping comfort
We would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who came to see us on our stand at the Interiors Uk Show (NEC Birmingham) last month.

The event was a great success, showcasing our new range alongside some of our current products. The highlight was the introduction of the range
on offer from The Savile Company.

LUXURIOUS, TRADITIONAL, to patronize only the most exclusive minds.......

We look forward to working with all our new as well as our existing customers in bringing quality to the market place and building a
long and fruitful relationship.

Hyder Beds Ltd
Kashmir House, Bradford Street

Dewsbury,WF13 1EN

T: 01924 462616 • F: 01924 458463
E: info@hyderbedsltd.com
W: www.hyderbedsltd.com
W: www.savilebed.co.uk
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Rauch’s Steffen 20Up made its UK debut at Interiors UK. First
introduced at its autumn At Home show, the range offers
sliding and hinged door wardrobes in thousands of possible
combinations. They are supported by a range of matching
furniture and beds, which match the wardrobes in form, colour
and style.

The range gives retailers the opportunity to offer customers
an almost made-to measure wardrobe: they can choose from
nine front designs, countless combinations of materials and
colours – from wood decor to solid wood, up to high polish and
glass – and incremental steps of 20cm to cover widths from
160cm to 400cm.

The company also introduced the Sonoma Oak and Havanna
Oak finishes to various ranges in its Dialog, Select and Pack’s
collections, including the Elan and Quadra ranges.

Quadra also saw the introduction of coloured trims while
Cologne and Gottard ranges were added to Pack’s.

Nala was added to Select, with a black carcase with black
glass, mirror overlays and optional LED lighting, while the
hinged door Yumi-Base/-Plus bedroom range was introduced
alongside the Mavi-Base/-Plus bed range which coordinates
with the Beluga-Base/-Plus gliding wardrobe range.

Dialog’s Imperial range was expanded with Opal and the
Dimension-3 and Futur wardrobe ranges were given new
colours and a product upgrade.
Visit: www.rauchmoebel.com

British debut
Steffen 20Up

COMPANY
SPOTLIGHT

RAUCH

Mavi-Base/-Plus

Nala
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Furniture Origins introduced several
designs.

Luna is a contemporary white oak
range with European styling and door
and drawer detailing, made from solid
oak with oak veneer. It is complemented
by a fabric tub chair. Delivery will be from
Furniture Origin’s UK distribution centre
or through its container programme.

Its bestselling Loire collection was
expanded with a self-contained media
unit and a bar and bar stools. The bar
unit has the appearance of a standard
storage unit until the bar is extended
from the front. A media unit was also
added to Chateau.

Bedroom furniture was added to the
top-selling Denver living and dining
range, and Orvieto uses the same wood
and finish as Loire. The Kentucky range
was introduced to target a specific price
point.
Furniture Origins, tel: 0845 2234 900

Cheers
all round

COMPANY
SPOTLIGHT
FURNITURE

ORIGINS

Left: Luna
Below: A bar and stools
were added to Loire
Bottom: A media unit
was introduced to Loire
and Chateau

���



exclusive. classic. different.

For more information please see our website 

 www.schillig-blacklabel.com

black label

black label was developed together with internationally renowned designers. black label offers a great variety of

extremely soft leathers. black label sofas combine unique design with an extraordinary seating comfort.

[gioovani]



Free Delivery on all orders over £500

Gilty pleasures
from derry’s

Specialising in delivering astonishing,
fast moving lines to retailers
throughout the UK and Ireland

With constantly evolving massive stock holdings, we at Derry’s
specialise in providing quality, individual pieces to our customers that
brighten up any showroom but also provide lines that literally fly out
the door once they hit the sales floor.
This season, amongst the hundred’s of lines we supply, our gilt
furniture and funky lighting ranges have captured the public’s
imagination and enticing the public through your doors.

To find out how Derry’s can entice customers through your doors 
or order up our latest full colour catalogue, contact sales on:

0044 (0)28 3885 1509
email: sales@derrys.comFloral

Gold Gilt
Chair
£74

Shoe
Chair
£80

Red
Gold Gilt

Chaise
£247

Louis
Side 

Chair
£69

Gold
Gilt 

Chair
£74



85 Teaguy Road, Annaghmore 
Co. Armagh, Northern Ireland BT62 1LX

t: 0044 (0)28 3885 1509
e: sales@derrys.com
w: www.derrys.com

Poodle 
Room Lamp

£45

Head
Room
Lamp

£60

Leaning
Man
Lamp

£49

Fat 
Lady
Lamp

£49

Bedroom Furniture : Beds : Gilt Mirrors : Dressers : Desks : Occasional Furniture : Dining Furniture
: Mahogany Furniture : Tables : Upholstery : Consoles : Bedroom Linen : Outdoor Furniture

Legs 
Floor 
Lamp

£98

Ballerina
Lamp

£68

Furniture for Life

Reclaimed
Pine

Collection
for 2013

New
for

2013

New 
Indoor &
Outdoor
Lighting 

for 
2013
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Established in 1975 by the late Graham Hill, Hill Interiors is fast
becoming a leading distributor and importer of elegant
furniture, stylish interior products and giftware. Originally
retailing brass and giftware from an outlet in Thirsk, North
Yorkshire, Hill Interiors expanded into wholesale furniture and
interiors resulting in a change of name from Hill Giftware to Hill
Interiors in 2002. 

Hill Interiors is a family business: Graham’s son Nik joined in
the mid 1980s helping develop and grow the business. Its most
successful year was 2012 and it is anticipated that 2013 will
continue in this vein, headed by general manager Julian Potter.

The company’s furniture collections offer occasional pieces
and traditional style. The most popular is the Country range,
launched five years ago and consisting of about 40 pieces in
easily blended neutral tones to suit virtually any home. Other
collections include Homestead, New England and Burlington.

Homestead mirrors the colour tones of Country but with a
distressed look that combines with elegant curves to produce 
a typically French sense of style. The New England collection 
is slightly more masculine with its chunky style, matching
plinths and painted metal cup handles. The Burlington
Collection has the classic country style in rich buttermilk 
tones. The Argente collection has featured in the pages of
Vogue: with hand-carved silver detailing complementing the
mirrored finish.

Another area of expansion was into lighting and the range
now includes more than 200 table and floor lamp designs in
various styles, colours and materials.

Clocks now form a major part of the overall range after the
success of the first foray into selling small wall-clocks featuring
country scenes. Now the range includes in-house designed
fashionably oversized pieces up to three feet in diameter in
various styles.

Accessories are bread and butter to Hill Interiors and its range
includes 700 humorous and often inspirational wooden
message plaques of which it sells 1,000 of each every year.
These are complemented by Victorian advertising signs plus
hand-painted canvases in oils and acrylics, available in 150
varied designs.

The company is due to launch its new website – 
www.hill-interiors.com – at the end of this month with fresh
features including express ordering, a live chat customer
support feature and viewing its 4,000 strong product range.
Expansion of its showroom and warehouse is also under way
that will see warehouse space double to 96,000sqft.
Hill Interiors, tel: 01845 567 044, visit: www.hill-interiors.com

COMPANY
SPOTLIGHT

HILL 
INTERIORS

Eclectic
avenue

Above: Mirrored Argente
Right: Garden accessories
include artificial trees and
ornaments
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Clockwise from top left: Clocks, from
small mantel to large wall clocks are on
offer; there is a massive range of
ceramics and porcelain products; a vast
range of accesssories are available;
more than 200 lights including table,
floor and new ceramic designs are
available; Bloomington Furniture
Collection is one of the latest furniture
ranges; Traditional Limed Oak furniture
with a range of accessories; Sentiment
Plaques are a bestselling line  
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���How exhibitors showed off their wares

Stand proud

BilliB’s Bubble Gum range
received a warm reception despite
the snow in Birmingham. This fresh
range will bring a welcome splash
of colour to modern monochrome
homes and brighten even the
dullest days. Working with
Scandinavian artists BilliB
continues to develop this range 
of hand-painted unique textured
pieces of ‘art with a clock’. 
Visit: www.billib.co.uk

Kobe Interiors Design
introduced its latest curtain
and upholstery fabric
collections. For more than 35
years the company has played
an important role in the
interior design and lifestyle
sector. Its products are used 
by professionals and end users
in more than 50 countries. 
Tel: 0844 7420 800

Hanlin Natural Living is a major wholesaler of cowhides, reindeer hides, Icelandic
sheepskins, sheepskin products (rugs, hats, gloves, and footwear), springbok, blesbok
and chamois leather. It prides itself on searching the world for the finest eco-friendly
products, working closely with major tanners who produce to the highest standards. 
Tel: 01564 702 116

Worth Furnishing launched nine
ranges at the show. It uses the best
vintage leather from Italy along with
quality Scottish wool plaids direct
from the UK mill and Vitafoam’s
flagship Reflex fillings throughout all
of its ranges. It has launched a
bespoke wholesale website and is
currently looking to increase its
retailer network.
Tel: 01539 722 715



furnitureworld

Manufacturer of
Pine and Melamine Furniture

All furniture is factory
assembled and delivered
direct to the customer

Call now for details

t: 023 807 79033
f: 023 805 7198

www.furnitureworlduk.co.uk
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Kelston House International has a comprehensive range of traditional
and contemporary classic furniture. Following its successful Bordeaux
collection, Interiors UK saw it debut the Lou Alexander range spread over
living, bedroom, occasional and accessories. 
Tel: 00 353 1289 9441

Stil-Furniture (Stil is Swedish for style) is Scandinavian-inspired, British-
designed contemporary furniture appealing to style-conscious
individuals looking for functional, fashionable pieces. The clean lines and
choice of colours of the furniture reflect the Scandinavian
influence of the design, and this is married with clever storage options. 
Tel: 01443 758 019 

Collins and Hayes Furniture introduced four exciting new designs at Interiors UK: Helix, Drake, Etoile and Asquith Chair. The clean and understated
architectural lines of Helix created great interest. Available both as a sofa range and a flexible unit collection, Helix is available in all fabrics and 
leathers from the Collins and Hayes Cover collection. 
Tel: 01424 720 027

Simmons Bedding Group is dedicating a production line at its
Rochester, Kent, plant for the UK launch of the premium Pirelli beds label.
It is targeting about 30 stockists for the range, which comprises two
collections and six beds, including pressure sensitive foam and
foam/spring models. 
Tel: 01634 723 557

Myung Nam An is a ceramic artist and designer-maker. Her intricate and
detailed ceramics are beautiful, bright, colourful, exciting, funky and
desirable. The sculptures tell stories using universal symbols: these can
be interpreted to tell your own tales and evoke moods and emotions.
Pictured is the Eye series. 
Visit: myungnaman.co.uk

���



For more information, please visit 
www.kosnic.com or visit us at 

ELEX2013 in Harrogate
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25W/35WEquiv. Wattage

30,000hLifespan

280(4W)/350(5.5W)

B22/E14/E27Base

Lumens

220-240VVoltage

3000kColour Temp.

4W/5.5W Dimmable

>80CRI

Our newest product, the Kosnic KTC dimmable 
LED candle has a three dimensional structure so 
it pushes light out around 360 degrees and so 
mimics the filament effect and ambience of an 
incandescent lamp. 

This elegant lamp is a desirable  object in its 
own right. And not only is it worthy of a place in 
the most decorative of lighting schemes, but it 
works seamlessly with many existing dimmers.

The owners of Thirtover House changed to Kosnic LED, read the whole story at www.kosnic.com
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Despite the snow, tp24 had plenty to shout about at Interiors UK – it was
awarded Best Low Energy Product 2013 for the new G40 LED system.
Incorporated in to the stylish Metro range of fittings the innovative
system is replaceable and upgradeable. G40 offers flexible design and
streamlined fittings at affordable prices. 
Visit: www.tp24.com

Jade Furnishers is a UK manufacturer of a wide range of bedroom, living
room and kitchen furniture. Jade supplies to retailers, student
accommodation, nursing homes, hotels and the contract market
throughout the UK and Europe. 
Tel: 020 8501 5013

Premier Housewares introduced its crocodile effect collection at
Interiors UK. With mirrored furniture, storage trunks, wall cubes, shelves
and mirrors in the new collection, it is available for May delivery. Many of
the accessories, lighting and wall art pictured in the roomset are in stock
and available for delivery. 
Tel: 0141 579 2000

Abbeylands Furniture is a thriving soft furnishing company with over
30 years experience. Its passion for textiles transcends into its brands
Scatter Box and Emily Mc Guinness. It presents new trends in a way that
is exciting and innovative, yet commercially viable. 
Tel: 00 353 46 902 1691

Sitting Pretty is a family based business with more than 40 years’
combined experience in designing and manufacturing high quality
furniture. Sitting Pretty can provide the market with a great range of high
quality recliners offering the best in movement options and choice. 
Tel: 01773 717 123
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Visitor numbers hit 40,000 again at Domotex as retailers from
across the globe visited the Hannover show.

‘Domotex has once again delivered proof of its great
international appeal and its pivotal role as the flooring
industry’s flagship fair,’ says Jochen Köckler, director of Domotex
parent company Deutsche Messe.

‘Some 40,000 visitors from over 80 nations came to discover
the latest product innovations and trends for the upcoming
season, a slight rise in attendance over 2011 as the most recent
comparable staging of the event.’

He says exhibitors succeeded in reaching their international
clientele and laying the groundwork for the year ahead. 

‘Domotex thoroughly fulfilled its function as a unique
business platform and an idea-giver for the international carpet
and floorcoverings industry,’ says Köckler.

‘The time when floors played a subordinate role to interior
furnishings is over. The current diversity of materials, colours
and designs is unlimited, making floors an interior design
object – a trend which was clearly visible throughout the
exhibition halls.’

Exhibitors included: Adore, Associated Weavers, Ball & Young,
Balta, Balterio, British Wool, Brockway, Bronte, Carpenter,
Cavalier, Crucial Trading, Domo, Edel Telenzo, F Ball, Flock,
Interfloor, IVC, Lano, Mohawk and Wools of New Zealand to
name but a few. ���

Diverse 
creations
Domotex was once again the place to
see an international range of flooring

Wools of New Zealand was a
finalist in the Flooring Deluxe
award with Crucial Trading's
carpet, while Dura (below) was
voted the winner

REVIEW
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ITC launched Amaize, a collection made from a fibre containing
37% corn sugar. UK specific designs will be launched in the
second half of the year, with a major emphasis on sustainability
ITC, tel: 00 32 5142 4411

Texture was key for Kaindl as it introduced the Antique and Vintages finishes to the
Natural Touch collection, with 15 decors including Hickory Antique 
Visit: www.kaindl.com

Ideal’s Metropole is a collection built around four themes inspired by city life at night:
District Luna, District Mercury, District Twilight and District Saturn. The collection consists
of 36 designs in 4m widths on Weaveback. 
Visit: www.bintg.com 

Edel Telenzo Carpets highlighted Hammersmith, the new bold
multi-stripe addition to the Tube Collection in three-ply 100%
wool. It is available in three colourways, including shades of
greys and browns. 
Visit: www.edeltelenzocarpets.co.uk
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Classen showed off its
digital printing
capabilities with large-
surface digital
production of laminate
flooring and making
tailor-made decors for
bulk buyers 
Visit: www.classen.de

Leoline’s Changing Roomz and Comforts XL feature revamped styles from
the existing Fantasia and Roomz collections. Sister brand Avenue Floors
introduced the contemporary Ultimate Design and Titanium XT, designed for
high traffic areas. 
Visit: www.ivcgroup.com

Balta Rugs introduced the hand-carved Picasso while expanding existing
collections including Prisma, Sapphire, Victoria and Opale Cosy (pictured) 
Balta Rugs, tel: 00 32 5665 3811

After previewing it in 2012, Erased Heritage was released as a full
collection by Jan Kath, paying homage to the traditional Oriental
carpet, finding inspiration from old patterns, techniques, and
standards of quality 
Visit: www.jan-kath.de

Beauflor launched Vision, a range in both wood and allover designs to bring
character to a more contemporary interior; Mystic is an allover collection
with fashionable on-trend colours while Vertigo (pictured) is available in
three designs in four colours 
Visit: www.beauflor.com
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Granorte introduced the Vita collection of cork flooring with 14 wood styles created
using the latest in advanced digital printing on a highly condensed 3mm cork surface
layer with 174.6cm planks 
Granorte, tel: 01785 711 131

Sporting five new,
contemporary decors:
Oslo oak, Portobello
oak (pictured),
Washed pine, Barista
elm and Farm oak was
Balterio’s Authentic
Styleplus 
Visit: www.balterio.com

Mohawk showed its SmartStrand Silk carpet, with its stain
resistance, diverse colour palette and crush-resistant yarn 
Mohawk, tel: 01480 479 830

Balta continued to expand its Sensit polypropylene yarn collections
combining practicality and soft touch. UK specific products will be available
in the second quarter of the year and yarns now have 300 filaments. 
Balta, tel: 00 32 5662 2211

TFD had a much talked about world first and is still the only supplier of
magnetic PVC flooring. It is ideal for renovations as magnetic foil can be put
straight on to an existing floor and TFD’s Magnetic Flooring Design vinyl can
be put over the top, fixed in place by magnets. 
Visit: www.tfd-floortile.com

Par-ky
expanded
Trendy Oak
with Rustic
Ivory Oak,
Rustic
Manhattan Oak
and Bronze Oak
(pictured)
increasing the
range to nine
finishes, each
available in four
ranges: Pro,
Lounge, Sound
and Deluxe 
Visit: www.
parky.eu



roman way, crusader park, warminster, BA12 8SP
01985 212117 | sales@con-tempo.com

on tempo manufacturing

• furniture designed in uk • made to order
• manufactured in uk • 4 week delivery
• made to measure • no minimum order

thank you to everyone
who visited our stand at
Interiors uk. We had a
really successful show
and enjoyed meeting you.

answer...
Polyx Oil Tints RAW could be your

> Hardwearing, water and dirt-resistant.

on the market.
> Highest coverage of any oil 

> Clear, raw finish.

Looking for thatLooking for that
untreated look?untreated look?

Untreated WoodUntreated Wood Polyx Oil Raw 3044Polyx Oil Raw 3044

> Keeps the NATURAL look of the wood!

Tel: 01296 481 220

> Perfect for light coloured wood species
Lightly white pigmented.

Call or visit the web
for stockists.

www.osmouk.com

WAKKENSTEENWEG 37B - B-8710 SINT-BAAFS-VIJVE - T. +32 56 62 80 81 - INFO@BALTERIO.COM

Have a peek inside the homes of three families who 
installed Balterio laminate fl ooring and read why they 
chose Balterio on www.balterio.com

Style. Quality. Simplicity.

WELCOME to my home

SCAN FOR 
MORE INFO
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Associated Weavers introduced soft yarn saxonies Sophistication, Promenade and
Boutique in three weights starting at 70oz, and 10 colours alongside Venice which
uses three different coloured yarns in its eight shades. It also updated the colour bank
of Country and Crossland Berbers with four new shades; Stainguard Harvest Heathers
gained seven new shades including several greys; Tuftex Twist has five new colours
including a twist (pictured); five colours were added to Solo; Glennweave was
relaunched with Glenshee and Glencoe designs with seven colours in each and Park
Lane has six new colours. It also introduced a small display stand with room for 12
ranges and a consumer video. 
Visit: www.awe.be 

Berry-Alloc’s Prestige laminate uses a new 4G Aluminum locking mechanism on the
long side and the new 5G-S side push locking system on the short sides. It has narrow
planks of 126mm and wide planks of 300mm. 
Visit: www.berryalloc.com

Lano debuted Grandeur, a 1/8in cut pile made from 100% solution
dyed Perlana PET fibre that has a wool appearance and natural
texture. It is available in 14 colours in either 4m or 5m widths. The
woven 60oz Wilton carpet collection, Sumatra (pictured) has five
new designs. 
Visit: www.lano.com

Bergo has moved
from using
polypropylene to
fully recycled raw
materials for its
Pure collection,
available in five
colours. 
Visit: www.
bergoflooring.com

Domo expanded its polyamide and polypropylene portfolio,
with four new twists, two loop piles and three frises including
Celeste 
Domo, tel: 00 32 5533 5211



Is there a carpet“that looks good, feels good
& stands up to the rigours

of family life?”

To find your nearest independent retail store

www.stainfreeforlife.com

Stainfree for Life Carpets feature our
Free Lifetime Guarantee, giving you Stain Protection  
against all food & drink stains for life! If you can’t  
clean your carpet we’ll replace it FOR FREE!
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Second time winner
This year’s The Furniture Show repeated the success of its debut

The Furniture Show saw solid numbers of
retailers, both AIS members and non-members
return to Cranmore Park. Here is a selection of
what was on offer.

Actona introduced the Pearl dining table
collection and the Edna coloured dining chairs
while expanding its occasional and bar stool
offer.

Cavendish showed slim arm pillow-back
design Rio, part of its Bespoke collection, also
available as a corner unit; the contemporary Nico
sofa and armchair; and the classic Farington,
available in high back or pillow-back. 

Himolla’s launches included Hollywood, a
modern design with manual recliner option 
and wide arms that is also available as a joined
pair. Los Angeles is a wall model requiring only
15cm of clearance while the Easy Swing recliners
have a choice of three models and five base
options.

Nathan unveiled pocket sprung Scandi and
Charleston sofas in large and medium sizes with
solid oak showwood fronts and a teak finish
option. Icon is an occasional chair with turned
legs.

Sutcliffe expanded its Harewood living, dining
and upholstery ranges with new display cabinets
and small dining table.

Wössner showed its Salita dining table and
bench and Switch chairs. The 120cm table
expands to a 170cm oval table while the bench is
in three sizes and a choice of real or faux leather.
Actona: www.actonacompany.com
Cavendish, tel: 01257 277 664 
Himolla: www.ultimaterecliner.co.uk
Nathan, tel: 01706 811 299
Sutcliffe, tel: 01706 815 133
Wössner, tel: 01858 565 415

Cavendish’s Nico

Nathan’s Charleston

Wössner’s Salita and Switch

REVIEW



Kobe UK
18 Wellington Business Park

Dukes Ride, Crowthorne, Berkshire

RG45 6LS  United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0)844 7420800 • Fax: +44 (0)844 7420801

salesuk@kobe.eu • www.kobe.eu

Palora Popping Toucan

Taurus

Ara

AriesLyra
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Cornucopia
IMM Cologne reinforced its reputation as the show with
the broadest product selection. Be it high end, mass-
market, value, traditional or contemporary, it was there.
Here are some of the highlights from the 2013 event

Jori’s Orea contrasts solid oak or
walnut arms with a hide cover 
Visit: www.jori.com Woodnotes’ My Rest offers a classy alternative to a beanbag 

Visit: www.woodnotes.fi

REVIEW

COR’s Rawi chair has a choice of wood or metal legs, arms or
no arms. The range also includes sofas and easy chairs. 
Visit: www.cor.de

���
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Bretz once again
proved normality was
not its forte with the
multi-angular
Confucius. Each
element can be in a
different fabric. 
Visit: www.bretz.de

A simple pulling movement – as
instinctive as the motion used to zoom
in on a touch screen – expands Team 7’s
Flaye dining table in seconds 
Visit: www.team7.at

FM Munzer’s Tre incorporates an iPhone music
system and storage 
Visit: www.fm-munzer.de

Riva 1920 showed off its cabinet skill,
creating ‘bubbles’ on this wardrobe 
Visit: www.riva1920.it

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk 65

DeSede’s 48 leather
upholstery sports
quilted stitching on
the seat and back for
an air of the 1950s 
Visit: www.desede.ch
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Nya Nordiska’s Luxury Life fabric collection offers glamour
Visit: www.nya.com

Fat Boy’s CO9 is a 2.1m or
5m oversized lounge rabbit 
Visit: www:fatboy.com

Durlet looked back to the 1970s with Newport 
Visit: www.durlet.com

Softline’s Venice invites you to cocoon 
Visit: www.softline.dk

E15 celebrated the 115th anniversary of the birth of Ferdinand Kramer with several
special editions, including the FK09 Westhausen sofa and FK10 Weissenhof armchair,
both designed in 1926, and the stackable FK12 Fortyforty side table, designed in 1945 
Visit: www.e15.com
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The frame of Frag’s Aleiron evokes the flowing, harmonious lines
characteristic of French decoration in contrast to the seat’s modern lines 
Visit: www.frag.it

Walter Knoll
expanded the swivel
Bao armchair with
fabric and leather
combinations 
Visit: www.
walterknoll.de

Rolf Benz’s Grata has a casual and relaxed style 
Visit www.rolf-benz.com ���

Cinova applied the pleated look from the Bohemien sofa to its latest bed,
also called Bohemien
Visit: www.cinova.it
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The flowing lines of Wittmann’s Amber is reassuringly
familiar and each model works as a standalone piece 
Visit: www.wittmann.at

Fermob’s one-piece Ultra
sofa has an open end and
can be used indoors and out 
Visit: www.fermob.com

Machalke’s Tenuto boasts
the simplest of lines with
a choice of legs 
Visit: www.machalke.com

Zeitraum introduced colour to
its cabinet ranges and a trestle
base to sideboards
Visit: www.zeitraum-moebel.de



LUXURY VINYL TILES FOR
HOME INTERIORS

NEW

If you aspire towards a living space fit for a King, Colonia is here.

We believe that good design should be affordable as well as practical and aesthetically 

pleasing. Our clear focus is on quality, design and performance and these ideals form the 

foundation of the Colonia flooring collection. Inspired by the natural world around us, we 

have carried out extensive research & development to ensure we offer a range of beautiful, 

desirable and practical floorcoverings, ideally styled for a wide range of home interiors.

www.polyflorathome.com www.polyflor.com

Kings Oak with Natural Oak and Walnut Marquetry strip
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Staingard recently celebrated a
milestone, having successfully
introduced a product every month for 12
successive months. Paul Aiston,
Staingard md, says while the company
did not set out to achieve this it has
created a challenge for itself to continue.

‘With the planned developments
already scheduled that does not phase
us,’ he says. ‘What Staingard, in
association with Leather Master
Scandinavia, does is truly respond to its
customers and create new or modified
products and packages that suit the
customer. 

‘We are also constantly updating and
upgrading our products to suit changing
demands as manufacturers introduce
alternative furniture designs and
upholstery coverings. Many a store
manager will testify to that as we are
always in search of supplier swatches
and samples to assist in the creation and
development of our products,’ he adds.

Aiston says this has led to some
manufacturers and suppliers asking for
advice on protection, cleaning and
maintenance of their furniture products. 

He says Staingard’s proposition is

Staingard is
celebrating a year
of new products

Monthly
milestones

assured as Staingard continues to grow
on the strength of the many referrals
from both its retail and private
customers,’ says Aiston.

‘Passion is a keyword for us all at
Homeserve Furniture Repairs. Our
technical team brings broad experiences
of furniture design, manufacture and
maintenance which gives us a leading
edge,’ says Terry Lane, Homeserve sales
and operations manager. ‘Second best is
not an option.’
Visit: www.staingard.co.uk
Visit: www.homeserverepairs.co.uk

underpinned by close
relationships with a number of
key partners who provide
the best available
components for inclusion
in its consumer and
trade care, protection
and cleaning products. 

Developing its
products has
contributed
significantly to the
success of Staingard’s
five year consumer care
plans. These are
marketed in partnership with Homeserve
Furniture Repairs. This partnership
provides Staingard with the ability to
provide a one-stop-shop to its clients. 

‘Many of them value our
straightforward and uncomplicated
approach to supporting their needs. This
support extends to the support of sales
staff eager to benefit from the support
and training that helps them to maximise
sales and therefore the enhancement of
their earnings. Growth has been fuelled
by our commitment to these basic
principles and future growth looks

Staingard released a new
product every month for a year
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Training courses and care products can be essential to a retailer 

Understanding consumer law, getting to
grips with customer relationship
management and knowing how to
comply with pricing and advertising
legislation, could protect your business
by helping to mitigate risks.

The Furniture Ombudsman, which
specialises in alternative dispute
resolution, has a new programme of
training courses for 2013, with lower
prices to make sure that quality, 
industry-specific training is affordable. 

‘Knowing your obligations as a
business will make for a better
experience for staff and customers,’ says
Kevin Grix, head of The Furniture
Ombudsman. 

‘Well trained staff will help to mitigate
risk and the more you know, the more
empowered you are to get things right
the first time. This is good for you, good
for your customers and good for your
bottom line. 

‘We are contacted by around 125,000
consumers each year and have our finger
on the pulse of consumer issues and
complaints throughout the furniture 
and home improvement industries,’ he
adds.

The training programme covers a
range of topics including consumer law
and complaints handling, with courses

Knowledge is the key
tailored to different areas of the industry,
such as beds, upholstery and home
improvement. There are also courses on
customer relationship management,
pricing and advertising compliance and
the forthcoming European timber
regulations.

Legally qualified trainers give
examples of problems and solutions by
drawing from a wealth of experience
gained in the industry. The new prices
are £150 per person for members and
£250 for non-members. 
Visit: www.thefurnitureombudsman.org 

Castelan used the recent Interiors UK event to inform retailers about its technician
network and care products (pictured).

‘Feedback was positive – especially around our employed network of technicians
in the Furniture Care Network,’ says Rob Sawyer, Castelan sales and marketing
operations manager. 

Service is consistent no matter where the customer lives and all the technicians
drive liveried vans and wear liveried clothing. He says online retailers find this
particularly useful as they are not geographically constrained and need a
consistency of service across the UK and Republic of Ireland

‘The Premier Care brand is now well known in the market and goes from strength
to strength. Protection programmes and care products complement each other in
delivering added value at each transaction – additional revenue per sale is key in
the current environment. Strong interest was shown in using the kits to secure a
sale, add value, or simply to give away to enhance the benefits to the buyer,’ he says.
Visit: www.castelangroup.com

Spreading the word about protection

5 February: Consumer law and
understanding bed complaints.
12 March: Pricing and advertising
compliance.
23 April: Consumer law and
understanding
upholstery
complaints.
14 May:
Consumer 
law and
understanding
home
improvement
complaints.
6 June:
Customer
relationship
management.
10 September:
Consumer law

and understanding bed complaints.
17 September: Pricing and advertising
compliance.
17 October: Consumer law and
understanding upholstery complaints.

Jon Walters, The Furniture Ombudsman service delivery manager, will be
among those running the courses

Courses for 2013





fabric leather cabinet bed
repairs repairs repairsrepairs

...and a dedicated team of professionals who
pride themselves on every aspect of furniture repair,
with a Passion for Perfection, Guaranteed!

Homeserve Furniture Repairs Ltd, a business built on core 

brand values, are pleased to report continued growth and 

success during 2012. It is with great thanks to all our new 

and existing partners, with whom we have formed such 

strong bonds, for your loyal support.

Our client base has become widely diverse, enjoying the 

experience of new products and technologies and we look 

forward to continued success into the future.

How have we grown in such an adverse economic climate? 

‘Team-work’!

We extend the same qualities that we value in our own 

company to our clients and partners. We have a team who 

care and are all well experienced in the furniture industry.  

We aim to go that ‘extra mile’ and not only meet, but to 

exceed our clients’ expectations. These values are expected 

from every team member and it shows!

James Lane, Managing Director

quality
trust

service
value...

www.homeserverepairs.co.uk
Tel: 01384 473000

Email: info@homeserverepairs.co.uk
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A product launch with a difference – oak furniture, a music video and snow

When oak furniture company S2U Design
launched its latest collection, it didn’t just
throw a launch party, it produced a
music video about its products, brand
and website.

The team, and guests, braved the snow
on the evening of 21 January for the
event in Birmingham, and were rewarded
with a night of music and entertainment,
as well as the opportunity to be a part of
the audience for the music video Orders
For Nothing Your Clicks For Free. The music
was provided by Johnny and the
Waltones, and the song was written by
Henrik Pontoppidan, S2U Design md.

‘Orders for Nothing refers to the
company’s ecommerce website and
online selling concept. We not only
design and distribute the furniture to
retailers across the country, but give our
dealers an online presence via an
ecommerce website. The idea came

about after we joked about writing a
song about the furniture and the
necessity of a strong online presence. It
was just a fun way of getting our
message out to retailers and consumers,’
Pontoppidan says.

The lyrics are written from the
perspective of a stressed furniture
retailer losing business to competitors
with a strong website. The song also
focuses on the functionality of the
furniture. 

Joining the band on stage was a Utah
two-drawer TV unit and a Utah sideboard
desk. 

‘How many oak TV units can say they
have their own song, and how many
desks could potentially have a number
one hit?,’ Pontoppidan adds.

The aim was to record the promotional
music video, but there was plenty of
furniture on display. Launching at the

Sing with the brand
event was S2U Design’s rustic style
Malvern Oak collection, featuring 40mm
thick grooveless tops, rounded corners
and bronze-look drop handles. New
products from the Utah Oak collection
were also on show.

Pontoppidan joined the band on
guitar, performing the song four times
throughout the day for the film crew
while the guests who braved the heavy
snow and ice to attend were treated to
the fifth and final performance. The
guests then enjoyed a full set from the
band and an evening of music and
dancing. 

‘We loved the whole idea,’ comments
one guest. ‘We’ve heard of the company
and wanted to come along and see them
in person.’

The music video is in post production,
ready for release in the coming weeks.
Visit: www.stock2u.co.uk

Above: Malvern Oak

Right: The video is in
post production

Far right: Utah Oak
desk and display unit
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Cybergold UK Limited  Tel 01494 761814  Fax 01494 761816  
email sales@cybergolduk.com     www.cybergolduk.com



Difficult

Medium

Easy

ACROSS 
1 Eight singers 
6 Merlin, for example 
10 Soviet news service 
14 New Zealand aboriginal 
15 Belonging to us 
16 Choir member 
17 Improvise 
18 Very, in Versailles 
19 Male swine 
20 Make amends 
22 Temporary inactivity 
24 X 
26 Vigour 
27 Large wild oxen 
31 Vulgar, ill bred fellow 
32 Cookwear 
33 Seductively beautiful woman 
36 Leg 
39 Loud, deep utterance, especially 

used by lions 
40 Sanctimonious 
41 Poi source 
42 Some 
43 Small tree 
44 Conger catcher 
45 Put down 
46 Sharp sighted 
48 Polish seaport 
51 Greek goddess of the dawn 
52 Salesgirl 
54 Sunless 
59 Shooting marbles 
60 Jail 
62 Open space in a forest 
63 Diarist Frank 
64 High hairstyle 
65 Nostrils 
66 Inlets 
67 Foil alternative 
68 Used up 

DOWN 
1 General Bradley 
2 Juniper 
3 Tattled 
4 Part of HOMES 
5 Like the Dalai Lama 
6 Witty remark 
7 Charisma, atmosphere 
8 Diving bird 
9 Concentrated extracts 
10 Knight wear 
11 As a companion 
12 Actor Keach 
13 Open infection, painful 
21 Singer Torme 
23 Bring forth young 
25 Polite refusal 
27 Vamp Theda 
28 On top of 
29 Skirmish 
30 Pro 
34 Debtor’s letters 
35 Monetary unit of the former Soviet

Union 
36 Strong wind 
37 Geographical expanse 
38 Poetic daybreak 
40 Bodily structure 
41 Gumshoe 
43 Squealed 
44 Flags 
45 Passes by degrees 
47 10th letter of the Hebrew alphabet 
48 Kofi Annan’s home 
49 Fluffy 
50 German manufacturer of 

armaments 
52 Thrust with a knife 
53 Vein like deposit 
55 Smack 
56 Female horse 
57 Middle East gulf 
58 For fear that 
61 Female rabbit 
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Julian Bowen Limited
A unique sales opportunity has become available through

the imminent retirement of our North West agent, Guy
Turner. We are looking for an exceptional individual to
join a highly respected furniture business and be part of

one of the UK’s leading success stories.

Julian Bowen, based in the East Midlands is one of the
most exciting dynamic and innovative furniture suppliers

in the UK, renowned for its commercial products and
exceptional value for money.

The successful candidate will either be a full time
representative or a sales agent. You must possess drive,
ambition and share our vision of continued growth in

developing the Julian Bowen brand. You should have a
successful sales track record and demonstrate the ability

and contacts to open new accounts whilst maintaining the
growth achieved over the last decade.

Send applications with a detailed CV to 
Emmett Lenaghan Commercial Director at:

emmett@julian-bowen.co.uk

Julian Bowen Limited, Bentinck House, Park Lane
Business Park, Kirkby in Ashfield NG17 9LE

www.julian-bowen.co.uk

Territory Sales Manager required
North London, Essex & part of the Home Counties

Would you like to be part of a successful team at Manx
Carpets?

Due to the pending retirement of the current Territory
Manager, Manx Carpets are seeking to recruit a 
replacement for the above area for early 2013.

Applicants should reside in the territory, must have a
proven track record, and be able to meet the challenge
of not only achieving but exceeding sales targets, while
managing the territory as if it were their own business. 

The successful candidate will receive an excellent
salary and bonus package, together with car, private
health care and company pension.

If you are self motivated, with enthusiasm, ambition
and a desire to succeed, please e-mail a detailed CV
and covering letter to:

graham.harris@manxcarpets.co.uk

or post to:

Mr Graham Harris, General Manager
Manx Carpets, Relay Park,
Relay Drive, Tamworth,
Staffs. B77 5PR

www.manxcarpets.co.uk

No employment agencies please.

Care to join us?
The world leaders in research and testing
for the furniture industry

Enhance and promote your business
The Furniture Industry Research Association is a truly unique, not for 
profit organisation that represents the whole of the UK furniture industry.  
Our Members enjoy a number of unique key benefits:

Find out how to join and get your company profiled
alongside some of the best names in the business:

www.fira.co.uk/membership
or call 01438 777 700
Maxwell Road, Stevenage, Hertfordshire SG1 2EW

Testing Certification Consultancy Training Equipment Specifier Services
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Long arm of interiors law
Gemma Joyce’s joy of being a finalist in
the surface coverings category of the
New Design Britain awards at Interiors
UK turned sour when she noticed that
several sample pieces had disappeared
from the stand.

Thankfully the NEC’s CCTV recorded
the removal and within half an hour of
being alerted, security staff had tracked
down the individual concerned and
police had returned the samples.

But rather than industrial espionage,
the person responsible thought Joyce’s
display was made up of samples that
they could help themselves too. Full
marks to the security staff and police.

Pull out all the stops
This year’s Furniture Makers Big Shots
clay pigeon shooting fundraising day will
be held on 13 June, and there are lots of
ways you can get involved.

Big Shots 2013 will again be sponsored
by Furniture Village and be held at the EJ

Entertainment answers

Easy DifficultMedium

Churchill Shooting Grounds near High
Wycombe. The cost of entering a team
for the charity’s largest fundraising event
has been held at £800 for a team of four,
or £200 per person.  

There are many sponsorship
opportunities ranging from gifting 
of items for the auction or raffle, or
sponsoring a stand. You can have your
company name printed on to the 20,000
cartridges used on the day, provide the
wine, or sponsor some or all of the lunch.
Sponsorship costs range from £250 up to
£7,500.

Additional stands have been added to
the event increasing the enjoyment of
the day. Tel: 020 7256 5558.

Switch to Danish desires
While product placement doesn’t seem
to have made much of a commercial
impact on British TV, it is impacting on

shoppers. According to lighting retailer
Value Lights, Danish political thriller
Borgen has seen an upsurge in demand
for 1960’s lighting, in the way that The
Killing caused a rush on patterned
jumpers. 

‘It would seem that not only are Brits
enjoying these successful Danish TV
dramas but they are also looking on
enviously at some of the very cool and
stylish lights that the Danes have in their
homes and offices. We have seen a
growing demand for reproductions of
classic Danish lighting since programmes
like Borgen and The Killing hit our
screens,’ says David Gutfreund, Value
Lights md.

While the series has featured designs
from Poul Henningsen and Verner
Panton, we’re not sure if Eastenders or
Emmerdale would be able to pull off the
same thing. 

Paint job
It seems the marketing technique of recruiting a celebrity (preferably an
attractive female) and combining them with your latest product is alive and well
– and succeeding. Dulux is the latest to opt for it with Girls Aloud singer Nicola
Roberts transformed into a living canvas to highlight the paint firm’s Colour of
the Year: Indigo Night.

‘We’re living in turbulent times and this is having an effect on the colours we
want to wrap ourselves and our homes in. Indigo Night adds a surprising,
elegant strength, with its deep, velvety quality offering warmth, reassurance and
comfort to your living space,’ says Louise Smith, Dulux senior global colour
designer. Sadly no word from Roberts.

Gemma Joyce’s design





love your floor™

UK Sales:01706 238 810

Reassuringly resilient and famous for being
the hardest-wearing, Duralay underlays are engineered

to be tough in every flooring situation.

 The Duralay range features our renowned recycled
crumb rubber plus specialist solutions for wood, laminate,

underfloor heating and contract applications so
every floor can be protected by Duralay.
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